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	        Dr. Grover is an excellent doctor, the best...with great patience and a genuine concern for the patient, in this case, myself. He's compassionate and caring, along with being professional. I'm pleased with the outcome that I went to him for and I'm extremely grateful to him for fixing a problem I was having that may have cost me my life!

          

          
            If you're reading this and are contemplating breast reduction surgery then I encourage you to schedule a consultation with Dr. Grover immediately.

          

          
            Another life changed!  I've suffered from gynecomastia since I hit puberty in 4th grade.  Today, I'm writing this as a 27-year-old.  Today, I comfortably wore a tank top for the first time in my life and I can't thank Dr. Grover enough.  The entire experience hasn't been 100% perfect, and it's foolish for anyone to expect that.

          

          
            Not only does Dr. Grover have a beautiful, calming office, but he has an amazing staff as well. They were so helpful and professional during and after the procedure and made sure all my needs were met. The best part is Dr. Grover did such an exceptional job and I love my results.

          

          
            Dr. Grover was amazing! I had a mommy makeover with a breast lift and augmentation. I’m all about natural results and I was very please with how things turned out. His eye for detail and technique are impeccable.

          

          
            Incredible experience!! The staff was so kind and made me extremely comfortable. I went in for the Emsculpt because I've always had weak abs and trouble getting muscle tone there and the Emsculpt made a huge difference!

          

          
            GO! You will wonder why you did not go sooner. I am so happy with my mommy makeover and love my new body. I feel like a new woman.

          

          
            Dr. Grover is a perfectionist. My immediate reaction with his office, his staff and his initial consultation, surgery and follow up was great. My surgery for Male Nipple Reduction surpassed my expectations. Turned out very natural-looking, No complications. I’m very pleased.

          

          
            AMAZING! Absolutely love the result. He is a perfectionist. My surgical incision is tiny and I had a lot of work… truly amazing… I have signed up for one additional surgery, as I am SO thrilled with this outcome!!!

          

          
            I had the best experience with Dr. Grover, better than I could have imagined. Dr. Grover has always been attentive to what I wanted and needed. Three months later, I continue to find myself loving my results more on a daily basis.

          

          
            I cannot thank Dr. Grover, his amazing office staff and superb surgical team enough. My experience has been phenomenal. I am more than pleased with my results.

          

        

      

    

    

    
      
                  
                        
                            
                          
                    

                  
                        
                            
                          
                    

                  
                        
                            
                          
                    

                  
                        
                            
                          
                    

              

    


    
      
        ONE OF THE BEST PLASTIC SURGEONS IN THE US, ACCORDING TO NEWSWEEK’S 2021, 2022 & 2023 NATIONAL PEER SURVEY

        Newsweek has again ranked Dr. Sanjay Grover as one of America's Top Plastic Surgeons for 2023. In partnership with global consumer research firm Statista Inc., a comprehensive survey was done among thousands of professionals in the aesthetic medical community to discover the best plastic surgeons in the nation. Each of the five most popular aesthetic surgeries were ranked in terms of the best surgeons who perform them.

        Nearly 8,000 plastic surgeons are in practice in the United States. Of these, only 349 made it to the final lists of “America’s Best Plastic Surgeons.”

        Dr. Grover is one of only twelve plastic surgeons in the US recognized in all four of the following separate award categories: Rhinoplasty, Facelift, Liposuction, and Breast Augmentation. He also received the prestigious award for General Plastic Surgeon in 2023.

        In Newport Beach, Dr. Grover was ranked number three for Rhinoplasty. He ranked number one for the following procedures: Facelift, Breast Augmentation, and Liposuction. 
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          Sanjay  Grover  MD, FACS  

          
            Dr. Sanjay Grover is a gifted and precise plastic surgeon in Newport Beach who delivers naturally elegant results that are customized to his patients' preferences as well as their unique anatomical structure. Discerning patients find Dr. Grover to be a compassionate and thoughtful practitioner who is eager to truly listen to and educate his patients so they can proceed with full confidence towards a beautiful outcome.

            With almost 25 years of plastic surgery experience, Dr. Grover specializes in delicate, complex, aesthetic procedures of the face, nose, breasts and body.

          

          
            Board-certified by the American Board of Plastic Surgery, Dr. Grover is an active member of The American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (ASAPS) and The American Society of Plastic Surgeons (ASPS).

            He has served on the Board of The American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery and was the Editor of their newsletter Aesthetic Surgery News. Dr. Grover is a past president of the Orange County Society of Plastic Surgeons and a member of the advisory boards of New Beauty Magazine and The Aesthetic Guide. In addition, many companies in the aesthetic industry have sought Dr. Grover’s expertise and opinion and he has served on advisory boards for
              Allergan, Syneron-Candela, Medicis, BTL and Valeant Pharmaceuticals.

          

          
            Dr. Grover is frequently sought out by celebrity and high-profile patients worldwide and has been featured on multiple television programs including Extra, Access Hollywood, BBC, Fox News, Hallmark Channel’s Home & Family and The Doctors and has been a featured spokesperson for Visa Blackcard. On multiple occasions
              Dr. Grover has been selected as a Top Doctor by U.S. News and World Report, a Physician of Excellence by the Orange County Medical Association in conjunction with Orange Coast Magazine, a Top Doctor by Castle Connolly, a SuperDoctor in Los Angeles Magazine and has been selected as Best Cosmetic Surgeon in the Orange County Register’s “Best of
              OC” issue.
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            Silicone vs. Saline

            How durable are breast implants? Watch Dr. Grover's viral video "Breast Implant Drop Test" and see what happens when he drops both types of implants off the rooftop of a ten-story building in Newport Beach!
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              Facelift
              Deep Plane Facelift              
              Rhinoplasty
              Browlift
              Eyelid Surgery
            

            
              Facelift

              Gone are the days of pulled or deer-in-the-headlights facelifts that seemed to do more harm than good. Performed in both Orange County and Newport Beach, Cosmetic Surgery with Dr. Grover has changed today’s facelift. It is subtle and all-natural, refreshing the appearance while creating a well-rested, youthful aesthetic that will give you a new lease on life. Dr. Grover can perform a full facelift, or a mini-facelift for those that require shorter downtimes.

              Facelift
            

                        
              Deep Plane Facelift

              When you want more comprehensive and natural-looking facial rejuvenation, Dr. Grover offers an innovative deep plane facelift. A deepplane facelift lifts and repositions the deeper layers of the face, including the muscles and connective tissues, to achieve a more youthful and naturally beautiful appearance. Unlike traditional facelifts that focus on tightening the skin and superficial tissues, the deep plane technique allows for more dramatic and longer-lasting results with less scarring and a quicker recovery time.

              Deep Plane Facelift
            
            
            
              Rhinoplasty

              Rhinoplasty works to correct flaws and irregularities in the nasal tip, bridge, and nostrils, balancing and harmonizing the features while boosting self-confidence. Dr. Grover, a cosmetic surgeon in Newport Beach, is a seasoned veteran of this delicate procedure, which he carefully tailors to your explicit wishes and aesthetic goals. Dr. Grover also offers non-surgical rhinoplasty using dermal fillers and injectables.

              Rhinoplasty
            

            
              Browlift

              As we age, the brows begin to droop, causing our facial expression to appear tired, angry or sad, even when we are in the best of spirits. A drooping brow may even be responsible for vision impairment. Dr. Grover performs a strategic brow lift to help smooth away forehead wrinkles, elevate sagging brows and restore confidence in your image.

              Browlift
            


            
              Eyelid Surgery

              The eyes are all-important in terms of communication and expression of emotion. When the aging process leaves us with bags, discoloration, sagging, crow’s feet, puffiness and drooping lids, it may be time to consider a surgical intervention. The blepharoplasty procedure will leave you with a brighter, more alert and rejuvenated eye appearance.

              Eyelid Surgery
            

          

          
            
              Breast Augmentation
              Breast Lift
              Breast Reduction
              Breast Revision
            

            
              Breast Augmentation

              Breast augmentation increases the cup size of the bust, filling out the chest for a more alluring and feminine silhouette. Choose from dozens of different sizes, shapes and textures for a custom look and fit you will cherish. Dr. Grover, a board-certified cosmetic surgeon in Newport Beach, will provide an informative consultation, answering all your questions in depth regarding the different options for the incision type and the implant position.

              Breast Augmentation
            

            
              Breast Lift

              A breast lift helps to elevate and revitalize sagging, drooping breasts that have lost their shape due to pregnancy, nursing, weight loss or aging. The procedure is nicely combined with either breast augmentation or breast reduction for comprehensive improvement in the entire chest. Dr. Grover will explain the different options for the incision to you during your confidential Newport Beach consultation.

              Breast Lift
            

            
              Breast Reduction

              Disproportionately large breasts can create a host of physical problems for the patient, as well as some psychological ones. Chaffing, irritation, back, neck and shoulder pain, as well as crippling fatigue are all common with a surplus of breast tissue. The breast reduction procedure helps to streamline the upper torso, relieve discomfort and provide a beautiful new shape.

              Breast Reduction
            

            
              Breast Revision

              While one always hopes that breast surgery will go according to plan, occasionally complications arise and these can be handled through the breast revision procedure. Breast revision is ideal for addressing such mishaps as capsular contracture, uni-boob, double bubble, malpositioning, and the desire to change cup sizes. At his Newport Beach Plastic Surgery clinic, Dr. Grover can go over all your options for improvement during your confidential Newport Beach consultation.

              Breast Revision
            

          

          
            
              Liposuction
              Abdominoplasty
              Body Lift
              Labiaplasty
            

            
              Liposuction

              Liposuction is among the world’s most popular and successful cosmetic procedures, helping millions of men and women to shed their unwanted fat and bulging. Dr. Grover slims, refines and tones the torso for a better fit in clothing and a solid boost in self-image. Liposuction is used to treat the thighs, hips, waist, stomach, lower back, upper arms, chest and bra rolls.

              Liposuction
            

            
              Abdominoplasty

              A tummy tuck is the gold standard in abdominal contouring and can help achieve body sculpting in a way that for most clients is impossible through dieting and exercise alone. Abdominoplasty helps restore a flat, trim belly that is ready for the beach, the pool and the red carpet. Choose from full abdominoplasty or the mini-tummy tuck that treats the area below the navel.

              Abdominoplasty
            

            
              Body Lift

              For those who have undergone massive weight loss, their success may seem bittersweet when huge amounts of excess skin linger in the torso. A body lift can help remove the layers of unwanted, drooping skin to reveal the beautiful new figure beneath. A body lift typically consists of abdominoplasty, liposuction, panniculectomy, belt lipectomy and other customized treatments.

              Body Lift
            

            
              Labiaplasty

              A labiaplasty restores the vaginal region that has been stretched and distorted through pregnancy, childbirth and aging. Dr. Grover will beautifully contour the area, improving the aesthetics and the functioning of both the labia majora and the labia minora. He will explain the procedure’s risks and benefits and answer all questions during your confidential Newport Beach consultation.

              Labiaplasty
            

          


        

        
      

    

    
    
    
      
        
          
            Orange County's
             Premier 
            Plastic Surgery Facility
          

          Our state-of-the-art Orange County and Newport Beach Plastic Surgery facilities provide a safe and convenient cosmetic oasis where world-class technology is coupled with a caring, compassionate staff. You will be welcomed into a chic, inviting reception area and greeted by our friendly patient care team. Your treatments and procedures will be performed in our soothing, yet cutting-edge suites. Concierge service and boutique amenities await at every stage of your journey.

          Our Practice
        

      

    

    

    
    
      
        

        
          
            
              Med Spa

              Enjoy a visit to our luxury Med Spa, a sanctuary of exquisite care for your entire body. We offer the full spectrum of innovative, cutting edge treatments designed to pamper, nourish and rejuvenate you, offsetting the damage caused by environmental toxins, exposure to the sun, gravity and the aging process. Each treatment is customized to your skin type and unique cosmetic needs, so you can walk away with a radiant, glowing complexion that will turn heads and skyrocket your
                confidence.
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                Face

                As our first point of contact with the world, our faces undergo tremendous stress as they soak up the sun’s ultraviolet rays, interact with environmental pollutants and succumb to the wrinkles, fine lines, creases and folds associated with aging. Dr. Grover, a board-certified cosmetic surgeon in Newport Beach and Orange County, can help restore your skin and non-surgically refine the features with a host of injectables, as well as laser therapy, chemical peels, microneedling and photofacials.

                	Injectable Cosmetic Medicine
	Fractionated CO2 Laser Resurfacing
	Y-Lift
	CoolPeel
	Intensed Pulse Light (IPL)
	Laser Skin Resurfacing
	Photofacial
	Vivace RF
	Renuvion
	Chemical Peels
	HydraFacial
	Microneedling


                View All
              

            

            
              
                Body

                Dr. Grover offers a variety of cutting edge non-surgical treatments to combat unwanted fat, skin sagging and bulging contours. These include Coolsculpting, Vanquish RF fat reduction, Profound RF cellulite treatment, Velashape and more. We also offer innovative treatments for spider veins, hyperhidrosis and laser hair removal. Dr. Grover will answer all your questions in depth and set you at ease regarding your non-invasive body sculpting regimen.

                	Emsculpt NEO
	Hip Dip Treatment
	Hyperhydrosis Treatment
	Laser Hair Removal
	Aveli Cellulite Treatment


                View All
              

            


          

          
        

      

    

    
    
    
      

      
        
          Men

          Today’s man is evolved, image-conscious and professional, and seeks to look and feel his best through cosmetic rejuvenation just as his female counterparts have been doing for decades. Dr. Grover has created a wealth of surgical and non-surgical procedures geared specifically towards the male body that can roll back the clock on aging, create a better first impression, and help jumpstart your self-confidence. We offer facelift, rhinoplasty, chin augmentation, BOTOX treatments,
            pectoral enlargement, body sculpting, gynecomastia, and male breast reduction. Results are seamlessly natural and nuanced, and highly customized to your goals and personal anatomy.

          Procedures for Men
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        Beverly Hills / 310.276.4526
        414 N. Camden, 8th Floor
        Beverly Hills, CA 90210
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        4.7 Stars from 1073 Reviews
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  Accessibility: If you are vision-impaired or have some other impairment covered by the Americans with Disabilities Act or a similar law, and you wish to discuss potential accommodations related to using this website, please contact our Accessibility Manager at (949) 759 - 9551.
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